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       How to Test  
 

It is important for you to complete your own familiarization of uses of AirSeal Tire 
Milk before demonstration to others. Therefore, keep in mind the following facts which 
may be helpful: 

 

 When first inserted into a tire and driven. The “Tire Milk” is distributed around the 
center of the tire thread only. Therefore, testing should be confined to the CENTER OF 
THE TIRE ONLY. 

 

 Starting, stopping, turning, etc. will gradually move the sealant around the tread 
area, sidewalls and the entire air cavity of the tire. It may take one day ore even one 
Week to THROUGHLY coat all of the areas,--depending on the driver’s individual driving 
habits!  

 

  After removing the puncture object, drive the vehicle immediately. If convenient, 
rock back and forth over the puncture hole. This will give AirSeal the maximum 
opportunity to seal the hole securely. 

 

  If a newly dosed tire has a hole near the far edge and rocking back and forth with 
the hole directed at the bottom does not cause the material to reach the hole promptly, 
stop the tire with the hole straight down for a few moments to allow the maximum amount 
of sealant to drain to the bottom aiding in distributing TIRE MILK to the edge where the 
hole exists. Then rock back and forth to seal the hole. 
 

  If the puncturing object is still in the tire when first installing sealant and not near 
the center of the tread, it may be better to let the object remain until sealant is thoroughly 
distributed before removing. 
 

  If a tire and wheel are not on a vehicle, the tire can be tilted at an angel so that 
the hole to be sealed is touching the ground. The tire may be bounced on the hole to get 
the “AirSeal” to flow to the hole faster. 
 

  Keep in mind, when the vehicle is in a parking position, the excess Tire Milk 
gradually follows the path of gravity and oozes slowly to the bottom of the tire. This helps 
the sealant coat the sidewalls and the wheel itself. A coating remains everywhere, but the 
excess oozes flows to the bottom. This amount may be something like a cupful ore two. 
As soon the vehicle starts to move, this excess material instantly begins to flow back into 
acts to fine-tune the tire balance. 
 

  The more material put into a tire, the faster the distribution will take place. 
However, we are limited to (1) the cost of the material and (2) keeping the amount down 
to the recommended amount to make sure the balance is not affected. The lighter the 
vehicle, the less material can be inserted without effecting balance. Conversely, the 
heavier the vehicle the more can be inserted without adversely effecting balance and 
providing greater protection. Trucks, busses and laden vehicles never experience 
balance problems. In fact, “Tire Milk” can help balance these tires and is an aid to 
smother ride. 

 


